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Q3203 
WORKSHEET 

Planned Route: 
Takeoff: KNSE, RWY 05 
Altitude: 6000’ 
Route:  KNSE PENSI V241 LOXLY NPA 
Approaches: KNPA RNAV (GPS) RWY 19 

KNPA PAR 7L 
KNPA ASR 7L 
KNPA No-Gyro 7L (BFI only) 

 Prerequisites: 
-Q3202 
-SY0302 FMS Trainer 2 

Syllabus Notes: 
-Should be flown in the OFT 

Special Syllabus Requirements: 
-None 

Discuss Items 

a. PAR
 NATOPS pattern, Speeds and configuration
 FTI procedures (recommended)

b. ASR
 NATOPS pattern, Speeds and configuration
 FTI procedures (recommended)
 Use of recommended altitudes

c. No-gyro final
 NIFM procedures
 FTI procedures (recommended)

d. Backup flight instrument approach
 PFD / BFI differences
 BFI only considerations (no EICAS or NAV)

e. GPS approaches
 GPS allowable operations
 TAA

o Basic T-design
o NoPT verses HILO

TRAWINGFIVE FWOP on GCA Pattern 
Speed Standardization at KNPA
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o Sectors 
 IAF selection process 
 Altitudes prior to IAF 

• When cleared for approach 
• When cleared to the IAF but not cleared for the approach 
• When in doubt 

 Significance of selecting / not selecting an available approach transition 
 System functions at 3 miles and 2 miles prior to the FAWP 
 Loss of GPS integrity 

o Prior to FAPWP 
o After the FAWP and prior to MAWP 

 WAYPOINTS between FAWP and MAWP (LEGS PAGE Vs Approach plate) 
 MISS APR function 
 FTI procedures (recommended) 

 
f. Any emergency procedure. 
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  CNATRAINST 1542.165B IUT T-6B NATOPS – Instrument 
Q3200 Block 

  
IUT NATOPS GRADE SHEET          DATE __________________     INSTRUCTOR  __________________________ 
 
MEDIA:  OFT/UTD   VT- ________    BRIEF TIME: ________    NAME: ___________________________    EVENT:_________  

 CTS 
REF 

MANEUVER                                                                       

  MIF Q3201 Q3202 Q3203  
1 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE / PROCEDURES 3+ X X X  
2 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 3+ X X X  
3 HEADWORK / SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 3+ X X X  
4 BASIC AIRWORK 3+ X X X  
5 IN-FLIGHT CHECKS / FUEL MANAGEMENT 3+ X X X  
6 IN-FLIGHT PLANNING /  

AREA ORIENTATION 
3+ X X X  

7 TASK MANAGEMENT 3+ X X X  
8 COMMUNICATION 3+ X X X  
9 MISSION PLANNING / BRIEFING / 

DEBRIEFING 
3+ X X X  

10 GROUND OPERATIONS 3+ X X X  
11 TAKEOFF 3+ X X X  
12 DEPARTURE 3+ X X X  
44 HOLDING 3+ X    
45 ENROUTE PROCEDURES 3+ X    
46 ENROUTE DESCENT 3+ X    
47 HIGH-ALTITUDE APPROACH 3+  X   
48 TEARDROP APPROACH 3+     
49 ARCING APPROACH 3+ X    
50 HILO APPROACH 3+ X    
51 PROCEDURE TURN APPROACH 3+ X    
52 RVFAC APPROACH 3+  X   
53 GPS APPROACH 3+   X  
54 PAR APPROACH 3+   X  
55 ASR APPROACH 3+   X  
56 VOR FINAL 3+ X    
57 ILS FINAL 3+  X   
58 LOC FINAL 3+  X   
59 GPS FINAL 3+   X  
60 BACKUP FLIGHT INSTRUMENT APPROACH 3+   X  
61 CIRCLING APPROACH 3+  X   
62 MISSED APPROACH 3+ X    
63 TRANSITION TO LANDING/LANDING 3+  X X  

 Note: 
Q3201 may be flown in OFT or UTD; Q3202-3 should be flown in OFT. 
 
Discuss Items: 
Q3201 
Holding, enroute descent, missed approach, teardrop approach, arcing approach, HILO approach, and 
procedure turn approach. 
 
Q3202 
RVFAC, ILS, localizer, high-altitude approach, and circling approaches. 
 
Q3203 
PAR, ASR, no-gyro final, backup flight instrument approach, and GPS approaches. 
 

1542.165B   Rev 03/16/2017 
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RADAR MINS 
20030 

N4 

SE-3 

20030 N4 

RADAR MINS 

RADAR INSTRUMENT APPROACH MINIMUMS 

RADAR INSTRUMENT APPROACH MINIMUMS 

  RWY GS/TCH/RPI CAT 
DH/ 
MDA-VIS 

HAT/ 
HATh/ 
HAA CEIL-VIS 

PAR 7L2 3.0°/58/1124 ABCDE 123-¼ 100 (100-¼) 
  17 3.0°/39/750 ABCDE 128-½ 100 (100-½) 
  7R 3.0°/57/1085 ABCDE 125-½ 100 (100-½) 
  198 3.0°/38/692 ABCDE 122-½ 100 (100-½) 
  25L7 3.0°/39/748 ABCDE 122-½ 100 (100-½) 
  25R8 3.0°/38/711 ABCDE 121-½ 100 (100-½) 
              
PAR W/O GS 7L3   ABCDE 360-½ 337 (400-½) 
  7R   ABCDE 360-1 335 (400-1) 
  1   ABCDE 360-1⅛ 332 (400-1⅛) 
  19   ABCDE 400-1⅛ 378 (400-1⅛) 
  25L  AB 440-1 418 (500-1) 
    CDE 440-1⅛ 418 (500-1⅛) 
  25R  AB 440-1 419 (500-1) 
      CDE 440-1⅛ 419 (500-1⅛) 
        
PAR W/O GS 7R   ABCDE 360-1 335 (400-1) 
SIDESTEP 25L   AB 440-1 418 (500-1) 
      CDE 440-1⅛ 418 (500-1⅛) 
              
ASR 7L4   AB 500-¾ 477 (500-¾) 
      CDE 500-1 477 (500-1) 
  1   ABCDE 460-1¼ 432 (500-1¼) 
  7R   AB 500-1¼ 475 (500-1¼) 
      CDE 500-1⅜ 475 (500-1⅜) 
  19   AB 500-1¼ 478 (500-1¼) 
      CDE 500-1⅜ 478 (500-1⅜) 
  25L   AB 480-1¼ 458 (500-1¼) 
      CDE 480-1⅜ 458 (500-1⅜) 
  25R   AB 480-1¼ 459 (500-1¼) 
      CDE 480-1⅜ 459 (500-1⅜) 
              
ASR SIDESTEP 7R5   AB 500-1¼ 475 (500-1¼) 
     CDE 500-1⅜ 475 (500-1⅜) 
  25L6   AB 480-1¼ 458 (500-1¼) 
      CDE 480-1⅜ 458 (500-1⅜) 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)  

PENSACOLA NAS (KNPA), (FORREST SHERMAN FLD), FL (Amdt 3, 19227 USN)         ELEV 28 
RADAR1 - (E)  128.25  239.05  285.625  288.325  305.2  314.0  318.8  348.725  383.8                                   
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PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B CHAPTER NINE 
 

 
e.g., “well above glidepath, coming down rapidly.” Range from touchdown is given at least once 
each mile. 

 
Maintain a constant airspeed during the approach.  When power changes are required, avoid 
excessive throttle movements.  Accuracy of heading is important for runway alignment during 
the final approach phase.  When instructed to make heading changes, make them immediately. 
Instructions to turn are preceded by the phrase “turn right” or “turn left.” To prevent 
overshooting, the angle of bank should approximate the number of degrees to be turned, not to 
exceed a 1/2 standard rate turn.  After a new heading is directed, the controller assumes it is 
being maintained.  Additional heading corrections will be based on the last assigned heading. 

 
If an aircraft is observed by the controller to proceed outside of specified safety zone limits for 
azimuth and/or elevation and continue to operate outside these prescribed limits, the pilot will be 
directed to execute a missed approach or to fly a specified course unless the pilot has the runway 
environment (runway, approach lights, etc.) in sight. 

 
Navigational guidance in azimuth and elevation is provided to the pilot until the aircraft reaches 
the published Decision Altitude (DH/DA). 

 
NOTE 

 
After reaching DH/DA, the precision final controller will continue 
to provide course and glideslope information until the aircraft 
passes over the landing threshold. This information is strictly 
advisory in nature. 

 
A missed approach shall be initiated immediately if any of the following occurs: 

 
1. DA/DH as noted on the pilot’s altimeter and runway environment is not in sight. 

 
2. Controller reports “At Decision Height/Altitude” and runway environment is not in sight. 

 
3. When directed by the controller, tower, wheels watch, or runway duty officer. 

 
4. When a safe landing cannot be made. 

 
Procedure 

 
1. Promptly comply with vectors/altitudes provided by the controller.  Maintain situational 
awareness at all times. Acknowledge all transmissions until instructed otherwise. 

 
2. Fly 200 KIAS on downwind and 150 KIAS on base leg (if being vectored on an extended 
final or extended dog-leg to final, maintain 200 KIAS until within 15 NM of the airport). 
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CHAPTER NINE PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B 
 

 
3. Transition to BAC and complete landing checks when established on final or on a dog leg 
to final and within 15 miles of the airport. (The transition to BAC and the landing checklist 
should be completed prior to glideslope interception.) 

 
4. Contact the final controller when directed. The initial call to the final controller should 
include the current status of the gear. 

 
NOTE 

 
During a Single Frequency Approach (SFA), the approach 
controller will hand you over to the Final Controller by instructing 
you to “Stand by for your Final Controller.” 

 
5. Once final controller advises you are “ON GLIDEPATH;” 

 
– Set power to 24% torque, establish 120 KIAS, 600 FPM descent and continue to 

comply with assigned headings. 
 

NOTE 
 

Control airspeed with pitch attitude and glideslope with power. 
Make adjustments to preplanned rate of descent as required for 
glidepath corrections. 

 
6. At the DH/DA (as noted on the cockpit altimeter or the controller stating “At Decision 
Height,” whichever occurs first), if the runway environment is not in sight or you are not in a 
position to make a safe landing, execute the missed approach or climbout instructions. 

 
NOTE 

 
The controller will state “At Decision Altitude” based on the 
published minimums. Your OPNAV Single-Piloted minimums 
may be higher. 

 
Common Errors 

 
1. Slow to comply with, or missing controller instructions. 

 
2. Transition to BAC not completed prior to glidepath interception. 

 
3. Leveling off at the DH/DA. 

 
4. Confusing missed approach or climbout instructions with the lost communication 
instructions. 

 
5. Loss of orientation during vectors to final. 
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CHAPTER NINE PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B 
 

 
The pilot will be advised of the location of the Missed Approach Point (MAP) prescribed for the 
procedure and the aircraft's position each mile on final from the runway, airport or MAP, as 
appropriate. 

 
The controller will direct the pilot when to commence descent to the Minimum Descent Altitude 
(MDA) or, if appropriate, to an intermediate step-down fix Minimum Crossing Altitude and 
subsequently to the prescribed MDA. 

 
The published MDA for straight-in approaches will be issued to the pilot before beginning 
descent.  If the approach will terminate in a circle-to-land maneuver, the pilot must furnish the 
aircraft approach category to the controller. The controller will then provide the pilot with the 
appropriate circling MDA (unless task saturated, this information should be obtain by the student 
from the radar approach section of the approach plates). 

 
If requested by the pilot, recommended altitudes will be issued at each mile, based on the descent 
gradient established for the procedure, down to the last mile that is at or above the MDA. 

 
Recommended altitudes provide a stabilized descent rate to the MDA.  Heavy rain increases 
ground clutter on some radar systems. Dropping to MDA too early can result in a loss of radar 
contact.  If notified “Radar contact lost,” and the runway environment is not in sight, a missed 
approach shall be executed. 

 
At the MAP the controller will terminate guidance and instruct the pilot to execute a missed 
approach unless the pilot has the runway environment in sight. 

 
Radar service is automatically terminated at the completion of a radar approach. 

 
Procedure 

 
1. Promptly comply with vectors/altitudes provided by the controller.  Maintain situational 
awareness at all times. Acknowledge all transmissions until instructed otherwise. 

 
2. Fly 200 KIAS on downwind and 150 KIAS on base leg. (If being vectored on an extended 
final or extended dog-leg to final, maintain 200 KIAS until within 15 NM of the airport). 

 
3. Transition to BAC and complete landing checks when established on final or on a dog leg 
to final and within 15 miles of the airport. 

 
4. Contact the final controller if directed (any initial call to a final controller should include 
the current status of the gear). 

 
5. Descend to the MDA when directed. 

 
a. When utilizing recommended altitudes: Set power to approximately 24% torque, trim 

for 120 KIAS descent. Adjust rate of descent as required to meet recommended 
altitudes.  It is your responsibility to reach MDA prior to the MAP. 
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PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B CHAPTER NINE 
 

 
b. When not utilizing recommended altitudes: Set power to approximately 15% torque, 

trim for 120 KIAS descent to the MDA.  Adjust pitch to maintain airspeed; use power 
as required to maintain a stabilized rate of descent not to exceed 1000 fpm. 

 
6. Approximately 100’ prior to MDA, initiate level-off. Maintain MDA and assigned 
headings until the MAP. 

 
7. The controller will advise when the aircraft has reached the MAP.  If the runway 
environment is not in sight or you are not in a position to make a safe landing, execute the 
missed approach or climbout instructions. 

 
Common Errors 

 
1. Slow to comply with or missing controller instructions. 

 
2. Transition to BAC not completed prior to controller directing descent to MDA. 

 
3. Not leveling off at the MDA. 

 
4. Executing the missed approach upon reaching MDA prior to the MAP. 

 
5. Confusing missed approach or climbout instructions with the lost communication 
instructions. 

 
6. Loss of orientation during vectors to final. 

 
908.  NO-GYRO APPROACH 

 
General 

 
A No-Gyro approach is available to a pilot under radar control who experiences circumstances 
wherein the directional gyro or other stabilized compass is inoperative or inaccurate. When this 
occurs, the pilot should so advise ATC and request a No-Gyro vector or approach. 

 
No-Gyro radar vectors may be provided for the following types of radar approaches: 

 
1. PAR 

 
2. ASR 

 
3. PAR W/O GS 

 
4. Vectors for a visual approach (when the airport is under VMC conditions). 
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The pilot will be advised of the location of the Missed Approach Point (MAP) prescribed for the 
procedure and the aircraft's position each mile on final from the runway, airport or MAP, as 
appropriate. 

 
The controller will direct the pilot when to commence descent to the Minimum Descent Altitude 
(MDA) or, if appropriate, to an intermediate step-down fix Minimum Crossing Altitude and 
subsequently to the prescribed MDA. 

 
The published MDA for straight-in approaches will be issued to the pilot before beginning 
descent.  If the approach will terminate in a circle-to-land maneuver, the pilot must furnish the 
aircraft approach category to the controller. The controller will then provide the pilot with the 
appropriate circling MDA (unless task saturated, this information should be obtain by the student 
from the radar approach section of the approach plates). 

 
If requested by the pilot, recommended altitudes will be issued at each mile, based on the descent 
gradient established for the procedure, down to the last mile that is at or above the MDA. 

 
Recommended altitudes provide a stabilized descent rate to the MDA.  Heavy rain increases 
ground clutter on some radar systems. Dropping to MDA too early can result in a loss of radar 
contact.  If notified “Radar contact lost,” and the runway environment is not in sight, a missed 
approach shall be executed. 

 
At the MAP the controller will terminate guidance and instruct the pilot to execute a missed 
approach unless the pilot has the runway environment in sight. 

 
Radar service is automatically terminated at the completion of a radar approach. 

 
Procedure 

 
1. Promptly comply with vectors/altitudes provided by the controller.  Maintain situational 
awareness at all times. Acknowledge all transmissions until instructed otherwise. 

 
2. Fly 200 KIAS on downwind and 150 KIAS on base leg. (If being vectored on an extended 
final or extended dog-leg to final, maintain 200 KIAS until within 15 NM of the airport). 

 
3. Transition to BAC and complete landing checks when established on final or on a dog leg 
to final and within 15 miles of the airport. 

 
4. Contact the final controller if directed (any initial call to a final controller should include 
the current status of the gear). 

 
5. Descend to the MDA when directed. 

 
a. When utilizing recommended altitudes: Set power to approximately 24% torque, trim 

for 120 KIAS descent. Adjust rate of descent as required to meet recommended 
altitudes.  It is your responsibility to reach MDA prior to the MAP. 
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PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B CHAPTER NINE 
 

 
b. When not utilizing recommended altitudes: Set power to approximately 15% torque, 

trim for 120 KIAS descent to the MDA.  Adjust pitch to maintain airspeed; use power 
as required to maintain a stabilized rate of descent not to exceed 1000 fpm. 

 
6. Approximately 100’ prior to MDA, initiate level-off. Maintain MDA and assigned 
headings until the MAP. 

 
7. The controller will advise when the aircraft has reached the MAP.  If the runway 
environment is not in sight or you are not in a position to make a safe landing, execute the 
missed approach or climbout instructions. 

 
Common Errors 

 
1. Slow to comply with or missing controller instructions. 

 
2. Transition to BAC not completed prior to controller directing descent to MDA. 

 
3. Not leveling off at the MDA. 

 
4. Executing the missed approach upon reaching MDA prior to the MAP. 

 
5. Confusing missed approach or climbout instructions with the lost communication 
instructions. 

 
6. Loss of orientation during vectors to final. 

 
908.  NO-GYRO APPROACH 

 
General 

 
A No-Gyro approach is available to a pilot under radar control who experiences circumstances 
wherein the directional gyro or other stabilized compass is inoperative or inaccurate. When this 
occurs, the pilot should so advise ATC and request a No-Gyro vector or approach. 

 
No-Gyro radar vectors may be provided for the following types of radar approaches: 

 
1. PAR 

 
2. ASR 

 
3. PAR W/O GS 

 
4. Vectors for a visual approach (when the airport is under VMC conditions). 
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CHAPTER NINE PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B 
 

 
Examples: 

 
“New Orleans Approach, Navy 3E123, Request No-Gyro approach for ASR RWY 4 at Navy New 
Orleans, for training.” 

 
or 

 
“New Orleans Approach, Navy 3E123, I have lost my directional gyro, Request No-Gyro 
approach for PAR RWY 4 at Navy New Orleans.” 

 
The pilot should make all turns at standard rate and should execute the turn/roll out immediately 
upon receipt of instructions.  For example, “Turn right,” “Stop turn.” When a surveillance or 
precision approach is made, the pilot will be advised after the aircraft has been turned onto final 
approach to make turns at half standard rate. 

 
NOTE 

 
During a normal radar approach, if a controller observes incorrect 
directional responses, or suspects the pilot has lost directional 
awareness, they may begin issuing No-Gyro vectors. 

 
Example: 

 
“Navy 3E123, I show you well left of course, disregard your directional gyro, these will vector 
for the No-Gyro PAR to RWY 4.  Make all turns ½ Standard Rate, turn right.” 

 
Procedures 

 
1. Request a No-Gyro PAR, ASR or PAR W/O GS approach. 

 
2. Comply with the normal PAR, ASR/PAR W/O GS procedures. 

 
3. Turn immediately when directed using SRT (not to exceed 30° AOB) until on final, then 
make all turns at ½ SRT unless otherwise directed. 

 
4. Acknowledge all instructions unless directed “No need to acknowledge further 
transmissions.” 

 
Common Errors 

 
1. Slow to comply with or missing controller instructions. 

 
2. Transition to BAC not completed prior to descent on final. 

 
3. Inappropriate transition at DA/MDA. 
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1. JPPT 1542.166A    Page 21 of 103 
 

Avionics failures 
Recommend discussing “DUAL INTEGRATED AVIONICS COMPUTER (IAC) FAILURE (LOSS OF ALL MFD 
DISPLAYS, HUD DISPLAY, and UFCP”).  This will be a good lead in to giving them the failure in the trainer 
that will require them to fly solely on the BFI. 

 
 BFI 
Discuss the major differences of the BFI display: 
-No Turn Needle (will need to use the 10 and 20% rule to compute AOB as needed for rates of turn) 
-Side Slip indicator upside down.  The BFI has it on the top of the ROLL POINTER so it moves with the roll 
pointer.  On the PFD it is located on the bottom of the zero bank angle position of the ROLL ATTITUDE SCALE 
and remains stationary during turns.  
-Altimeter is graduated in 20 ft increments vice 10. 
-Miniature aircraft display is different. 
-Only partial Heading indication visible (direction of large turns not as obvious). 

-VSI has no pointer…digital readout with   ^ /  indications for climb and descent. 
 
In the trainer, fail IAC 1 and 2 (or just switch HUD display from day to Night, this will dim out their MFD’s 
but leave yours at the IOS on).   
 
Have them execute the Approach Maneuver using only the BFI.  With the absence of EICAS and no Torque 
indication available this will help reinforce the POWER+ATTITUDE=PERFORMANCE concept of attitude 
flying.  It will force them to coordinate power as required.  This should help them break the “SET IT AND 
FORGET IT” mentality when they return to normal operations so that they will not remain slave to the 
specific textbook power settings.  
 

I2200 
Basic Radio Instrument Skill Sets 

 

This block is dedicated to building basic Radio Instrument skill sets.  The main focus is orientation 

and maneuvering around a NAVAID.  The time you spend here is crucial to the I3000 blocks 

ahead.  The IN1106 MIL they receive prior to this event covers these concepts in detail.  Some 

excerpts from that lecture are included here. 
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PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B CHAPTER TEN 
 

 
Procedure 

 
For the following example refer to the RNAV (GPS) RWY 32 at Gulfport-Biloxi Intl (see Figure 
10-3). “Little Dogs Dig Holes Always” (LDDHA) is helpful mnemonic for FMS setup. 

 
In this example the bearing to IVOLE (the center IF/IAF) is between 043° and 133° and you 
have been “Cleared for the RNAV RWY 32 approach.”  From this area you are expected to 
proceed direct to FAROR and may comply with the depicted TAA altitudes. 

 
Upon receiving approach clearance: 

 
1. L – Load GPS approach. (If not previously accomplished). 

 
NOTE 

 
Ensure that the appropriate approach transition is selected 
(FAROR in this example).  Where opted, failing to select an 
appropriate transition will prevent needed waypoints from being 
loaded to the LEGS Page (IAF, /H (HILO), PT, Arcs or other 
approach options). 

 
2. D – Direct to IAWP, (in this case FAROR). 

 
NOTE 

 
If being radar vectored to final select FAF (VICKR) as the active 
waypoint and enter the FAC (313°) as the Intercept course.  Then 
comply with Radar Vector to Final Approach Course (RVFAC) 
procedures until “cleared for the approach.” 

 
3. D – Display – PFD source should be set to FMS. 

 
4. H – Hold – If the approach requires a turn in holding (HILO), ensure that the waypoint 
appears in the legs page with the /H suffix. 

 
5. A – Approach Mode –  Verify “APR” (approach) mode at 2NM from MAWP on PFD 

 
6. Descend to appropriate altitude per TAA/ATC instructions (cleared for the approach and 
within 30 nm of FAROR descend to 2000’ MSL). 

 
7. Within 5 NM of the IAWP (FAROR), Slow to 150 KIAS. 

 
8. Fly published procedure to establish aircraft inbound to the FAWP (VICKR). 

 
9. Comply with courses and altitudes (use Turn anticipation where appropriate). 
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CHAPTER TEN PRIMARY INSTRUMENT NAVIGATION T-6B 
 

 
NOTE 

 
In our example, maintain 2000ʹ MSL until FAFWP tracking 043° 
course from FAROR to the IF IVOLE, then 313°  from IVOLE to 
FAWP VICKR (the published “NoPT” on this segment indicates 
that the published HILO pattern should not be executed). 

 
10. Within 5 NM of the FAWP (VICKR) transition to BAC. 

 
NOTE 

 
Expect handoff to Tower or advisory frequency when inbound to 
the FAFWP. On initial contact, report position along the approach, 
gear status and your intentions. 

 
11. At 3 NM from the FAWAP (VICKR) observe “HSI SCALES TO CHANGE” message. 

 
12. At 2 NM from the FAWP (VICKR) observe transition to APR (approach) mode. 

 
NOTE 

 
If the FMS fails to transition to the APR MODE notify the 
Instructor and comply with Loss of GPS integrity prior to the 
FAWP procedures. 

 
13. At the FAWP execute the 6T’s: 

 
TIME - As required for any backup approach. 

TURN - Continue tracking FMS to the MAWP. 

TIME - Not required. 

TRANSITION - Set approximately 15% torque, trim for 120 KIAS descent to segment 
altitude or MDA as required (LNAV MDA 460’ MSL). 

 
NOTE 

 
Adjust pitch to maintain airspeed; use power as required to 
maintain a stabilized rate of descent not to exceed 1000 fpm. 

 
TWIST - Track course from FAC to the MAWP (course is set by the FMS). 
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NOTES 

 
1. On some approaches, a course change may be required 
passing the FAWP. 

 
2. Named waypoints on the published instrument approach 
between the FAWP and MAWP that can be defined using 
Along-Track-Distance (ATD) from the MAWP or other charted 
methods may not appear on the NAV/TSD display or on the LEGS 
page. 

 
TALK - As required/directed. 

 
NOTE 

 
If a GPS Integrity warning occurs between the FAWP and the 
MAWP, execute the Loss of GPS Integrity “Inside the FAF” 
procedures. 

 
14. Approximately 100’ prior to the MDA, slowly add power to arrest the rate of descent. 

 
15. At the MDA (460’), adjust power to maintain altitude and approach speed. 

 
16. Fly at the MDA to the MAWP (RWY32). 

 
17. Upon reaching the MAWP (RWY32), if the runway is not insight or the aircraft is not in a 
position to make a safe landing, execute the Missed Approach. 

 
NOTE 

 
The VDP for this approach is defined by distance from the MAWP 
(1.2 NM prior to RWY32) 

 
The FMS will NOT automatically sequence to any waypoints required for execution of the 
Missed Approach procedure.  Automatic sequencing will cease at the MAWP. Once stabilized 
in the climb and clean, if a Missed Approach is required the pilot must manually sequence the 
system to the first Missed Approach WPT by selecting MISS APR and EXEC.  Until MISS APR 
is selected the FMS will continue to provide course guidance along the FAC. 

 
Common Errors 

 
1. Loading wrong approach/transition. 

 
2. Inappropriate use of feeder fix/TAA altitudes. 

 
3. Not slowing to 150 KIAS within 5 NM of the IAWP (for non-radar vectors). 
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4. Late transition to BAC. 

 
5. Not verifying APR mode within 2 NM of the FAWP. 

 
6. Using wrong Minimums for the approach. 

 
1006.   LOSS OF GPS INTEGRITY 

 
Prior to the FAWP: 

 
If a GPS integrity warning occurs prior to the FAWP, or system sensitivity does not change to 
APR mode within 2 NM of the FAWP: 

 
1. Transition to a backup approach if available. 

 
NOTE 

 
This does not, for example, give the pilot the option to fly an ILS 
approach if the clearance given was to a stand-alone RNAV (GPS) 
approach.  If however, the clearance given was to an overlay 
approach, the pilot may transition to the underlying NAVAID and 
continue on the approach. 

 
If no backup approach is available (or until obtaining clearance for one); 

 
2. Continue on course to the FAWP. 

 
3. At the FAWP continue to the MAWP maintaining the FAWP altitude. 

 
4. At the MAP, execute the published Missed Approach or climbout instructions as 
appropriate. 

 
NOTE 

 
Inform the controlling agency as soon as practical. 

 
Inside the FAWP: 

 
A GPS integrity warning occurring after the FAWP is a serious situation. Pilots must be 
prepared to take immediate action. 

 
1. Transition to your backup approach, if available (see note from step one above). 

 
2. Climb to the Missed Approach altitude. 

 
3. Continue tracking to the MAWP. 
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10-8    GPS APPROACH PROCEDURES 

GPS Vectors to Final  
 
Upon receiving approach clearance, perform step 1 if not already done: 
 
1. L – Load GPS approach. 
 
2. D – Direct to FAWP, in this case HUTIP. 
 

- Change the CDI to the inbound course to HUTIP, in this example, 140º. 
 
3. D – Display – NAV source should be set to FMS. 
 
4. H – Hold – Not required. 
 
5. Descend and configure as required. 
 

a. Within 5 NM of the FAWP, configure to BAC.  
 

b. Within 2 NM of the FAWP, the approach should go active, and CDI sensitivity 
transitions to approach mode.  

 
Passing the FAWP HUTIP: 
 
6. Perform the 6Ts. 
 

- Set 15% torque, descend at 120 KIAS.  
 
Steps 7 - 10 remain the same.  
 
1004. LOSS OF GPS INTEGRITY 
 
Prior to the FAWP:  
 
If a GPS integrity warning occurs prior to the FAWP, or system sensitivity does not change to 
APR mode within 2 NM of the FAWP: 
 
1. Transition to a backup approach if available. 
 

NOTE 
 

This does not, for example, give the pilot the option to fly an ILS 
approach if the clearance given was to a RNAV approach.  If 
however, the clearance given was to an overlay approach, the pilot 
may transition to the underlying NAVAID and continue on the 
approach.  If a different approach is required, the pilot must make 
that request to the controlling agency.  
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Note
� The published MDA for straight-in approaches will be issued to the pilot

before beginning descent. When a surveillance approach will terminate in
a circle-to-land maneuver, the pilot must furnish the aircraft approach
category to the controller. The controller will then provide the pilot with the
appropriate MDA.

� ASR approaches are not available when an ATC facility is using Center
Radar Approach Control (CERAP).

3. A no-gyro approach is available to a pilot under radar control who experiences circumstances wherein the
directional gyro or other stabilized compass is inoperative or inaccurate. When this occurs, the pilot should
so advise ATC and request a no-gyro vector or approach. Pilots of aircraft not equipped with a directional gyro
or other stabilized compass who desire radar handling may also request a no-gyro vector or approach. The pilot
should make all turns at standard rate and should execute the turn immediately upon receipt of instructions
(e.g., “TURN RIGHT,” “STOP TURN”). When a surveillance or precision approach is made, the pilot will be
advised after the aircraft has been turned onto final approach to make turns at half standard rate.

30.11 RADAR MONITORING OF INSTRUMENT APPROACHES

PAR facilities operated by the FAA and the military services at some joint-use (civil and military) and military
installations monitor aircraft on instrument approaches and issue radar advisories to the pilot when weather is below
VFR minimums (1,000 and 3), at night, or when requested by a pilot. This service is provided only when the PAR
final approach course coincides with the final approach of the navigational aid and only during the operational hours
of the PAR. The radar advisories serve only as a secondary aid, since the pilot has selected the navigational aid as the
primary aid for the approach.

Prior to starting final approach, the pilot will be advised of the frequency on which the advisories will be transmitted.
If, for any reason, radar advisories cannot be furnished, the pilot will be so advised.

Advisory information, derived from radar observations, includes information on:

1. Passing the final approach fix inbound (nonprecision approach) or passing the outer marker or fix used in lieu
of the outer marker inbound (precision approach).

Note
Parallel approach operations demand heightened pilot situational
awareness. A thorough approach procedure chart review should be
conducted with, as a minimum, emphasis on the following approach chart
information: name and number of the approach, localizer frequency,
inbound localizer/azimuth course, glideslope intercept altitude, decision
height, missed approach instructions, special notes/procedures, and the
assigned runway location/proximity to adjacent runways. Pilots will be
advised that simultaneous ILS/MLS or simultaneous close parallel ILS
Precision Runway Monitor (PRM) approaches are in use. This information
may be provided through the ATIS.

2. The close proximity of adjacent aircraft conducting simultaneous parallel ILS/MLS and simultaneous close
parallel ILS PRM approaches mandates strict pilot compliance with all ATC clearances. ATC assigned
airspeeds, altitudes, and headings must be complied with in a timely manner. Autopilot coupled ILS/MLS
approaches require pilot knowledge of procedures necessary to comply with ATC instructions. Simultaneous
parallel ILS/MLS and simultaneous close parallel ILS PRM approaches necessitate precise localizer tracking
to minimize final monitor controller intervention and unwanted No Transgression Zone (NTZ) penetration.
In the unlikely event of a breakout, ATC will not assign altitudes lower than the minimum vectoring altitude.
Pilots should notify ATC immediately if there is a degradation of aircraft or navigation systems.
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2. Use of a suitable RNAV system as an
Alternate Means of Navigation when  a VOR, DME,
VORTAC, VOR/DME, TACAN, NDB, or compass
locator facility including locator outer marker and
locator middle marker is operational and the
respective aircraft is equipped with operational
navigation equipment that is compatible with
conventional navaids. For example, if equipped with
a suitable RNAV system, a pilot may fly a procedure
or route based on operational VOR using that RNAV
system without monitoring the VOR.

NOTE−
1. Additional information and associated requirements
are available in Advisory Circular 90-108 titled “Use of
Suitable RNAV Systems on Conventional Routes and
Procedures.”

2. Good planning and knowledge of your RNAV system are
critical for safe and successful operations.

3. Pilots planning to use their RNAV system as a substitute
means of navigation guidance in lieu of an out−of−service
NAVAID may need to advise ATC of this intent and
capability.

4. The navigation database should be current for the
duration of the flight. If the AIRAC cycle will change
during flight, operators and pilots should establish
procedures to ensure the accuracy of navigation data,
including suitability of navigation facilities used to define
the routes and procedures for flight.  To facilitate validating
database currency, the FAA has developed procedures for
publishing the amendment date that instrument approach
procedures were last revised. The amendment date follows
the amendment number, e.g., Amdt 4 14Jan10. Currency of
graphic departure procedures and STARs may be
ascertained by the numerical designation in the procedure
title. If an amended chart is published for the procedure, or
the procedure amendment date shown on the chart is on or
after the expiration date of the database, the operator must
not use the database to conduct the operation.

b. Types of RNAV Systems that Qualify as a
Suitable RNAV System. When installed in accor-
dance with appropriate airworthiness installation
requirements and operated in accordance with
applicable operational guidance (for example,
aircraft flight manual and Advisory Circular
material), the following systems qualify as a suitable
RNAV system:

1. An RNAV system with TSO−C129/
−C145/−C146 equipment, installed in accordance
with AC 20−138, Airworthiness Approval of Global
Positioning System (GPS) Navigation Equipment for

Use as a VFR and IFR Supplemental Navigation
System, and authorized for instrument flight rules
(IFR) en route and terminal operations (including
those systems previously qualified for “GPS in lieu of
ADF or DME” operations), or

2. An RNAV system with DME/DME/IRU
inputs that is compliant with the equipment
provisions of AC 90−100A, U.S. Terminal and
En Route Area Navigation (RNAV) Operations, for
RNAV routes. A table of compliant equipment is
available at the following website:
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquart
ers_offices/avs/offices/afx/afs/afs400/afs410/medi
a/AC90−100compliance.pdf

NOTE−
Approved RNAV systems using DME/DME/IRU, without
GPS/WAAS position input, may only be used as a substitute
means of navigation when specifically authorized by a
Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) or other FAA guidance for a
specific procedure. The NOTAM or other FAA guidance
authorizing the use of DME/DME/IRU systems will also
identify any required DME facilities based on an FAA
assessment of the DME navigation infrastructure.

c. Uses of Suitable RNAV Systems. Subject to
the operating requirements, operators may use a
suitable RNAV system in the following ways.

1. Determine aircraft position relative to, or
distance from a VOR (see NOTE 6 below), TACAN,
NDB, compass locator, DME fix; or a named fix
defined by a VOR radial, TACAN course, NDB
bearing, or compass locator bearing intersecting a
VOR or localizer course.

2. Navigate to or from a VOR, TACAN, NDB,
or compass locator.

3. Hold over a VOR, TACAN, NDB, compass
locator, or DME fix.

4. Fly an arc based upon DME.

NOTE−
1. The allowances described in this section apply even
when a facility is identified as required on a procedure (for
example, “Note ADF required”).

2. These operations do not include lateral navigation on
localizer−based courses (including localizer back−course
guidance) without reference to raw localizer data.

3. Unless otherwise specified, a suitable RNAV system
cannot be used for navigation on procedures that are
identified as not authorized (“NA”) without exception by
a NOTAM.  For example, an operator may not use a RNAV
system to navigate on a procedure affected by an expired or
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unsatisfactory flight inspection, or a procedure that is
based upon a recently decommissioned NAVAID.

4. Pilots may not substitute for the NAVAID (for example,
a VOR or NDB) providing lateral guidance for the final
approach segment. This restriction does not refer to
instrument approach procedures with “or GPS” in the title
when using GPS or WAAS. These allowances do not apply
to procedures that are identified as not authorized (NA)
without exception by a NOTAM, as other conditions may
still exist and result in a procedure not being available. For
example, these allowances do not apply to a procedure
associated with an expired or unsatisfactory flight
inspection, or is based upon a recently decommissioned
NAVAID.

5. Use of a suitable RNAV system as a means to navigate
on the final approach segment of an instrument approach
procedure based on a VOR, TACAN or NDB signal, is
allowable. The underlying NAVAID must be operational
and the NAVAID monitored for final segment course
alignment. 

6. For the purpose of paragraph c, “VOR” includes VOR,
VOR/DME, and VORTAC facilities and “compass
locator” includes locator outer marker and locator middle
marker.

d. Alternate Airport Considerations. For the
purposes of flight planning, any required alternate
airport must have an available instrument approach
procedure that does not require the use of GPS. This
restriction includes conducting a conventional
approach at the alternate airport using a substitute
means of navigation that is based upon the use of
GPS. For example, these restrictions would apply
when planning to use GPS equipment as a substitute
means of navigation for an out−of−service VOR that
supports an ILS missed approach procedure at an
alternate airport. In this case, some other approach
not reliant upon the use of GPS must be available.
This restriction does not apply to RNAV systems
using TSO−C145/−C146 WAAS equipment. For
further WAAS guidance, see paragraph 1−1−18.

1. For flight planning purposes, TSO-C129()
and TSO-C196() equipped users (GPS users) whose
navigation systems have fault detection and
exclusion (FDE) capability, who perform a preflight
RAIM prediction at the airport where the RNAV
(GPS) approach will be flown, and have proper
knowledge and any required training and/or approval
to conduct a GPS-based IAP, may file based on a
GPS-based IAP at either the destination or the
alternate airport, but not at both locations.  At the

alternate airport, pilots may plan for applicable
alternate airport weather minimums using:

(a) Lateral navigation (LNAV) or circling
minimum descent altitude (MDA);

(b) LNAV/vertical navigation (LNAV/
VNAV) DA, if equipped with and using approved
barometric vertical navigation (baro-VNAV) equip-
ment;

(c) RNP 0.3 DA on an RNAV (RNP) IAP, if
they are specifically authorized users using approved
baro-VNAV equipment and the pilot has verified
required navigation performance (RNP) availability
through an approved prediction program.

2. If the above conditions cannot be met, any
required alternate airport must have an approved
instrument approach procedure other than GPS that is
anticipated to be operational and available at the
estimated time of arrival, and which the aircraft is
equipped to fly.

3. This restriction does not apply to
TSO-C145() and TSO-C146() equipped users
(WAAS users). For further WAAS guidance, see
paragraph 1−1−18.

1−2−4. Pilots and Air Traffic Controllers
Recognizing Interference or Spoofing

a. Pilots need to maintain position awareness
while navigating. This awareness may be facilitated
by keeping relevant ground−based, legacy naviga-
tional aids tuned and available. By utilizing this
practice, situational awareness is promoted and
guards against significant pilot delay in recognizing
the onset  of GPS interference. Pilots may find
cross−checks of other airborne systems (for example,
DME/DME/IRU or VOR) useful to mitigate this
otherwise undetected hazard.
REFERENCE−
AIM Paragraph 1−1−17, Global Positioning System (GPS)
AIM Paragraph 1−1−18, Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)

b. During preflight planning, pilots should be
particularly alert for NOTAMs which could affect
navigation (GPS or WAAS) along their route of
flight, such as Department of Defense electronic
signal tests with GPS.
REFERENCE−
AIM Paragraph 1−1−17, Global Positioning System (GPS)
AIM Paragraph 1−1−18, Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)

c. If the pilot experiences interruptions while
navigating with GPS, the pilot and ATC may both
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FIG 5−4−1

Instrument Approach Procedure Stepdown Fixes

d. Terminal Arrival Area (TAA)
1. The TAA provides a transition from the en

route structure to the terminal environment with little
required pilot/air traffic control interface for aircraft
equipped with Area Navigation (RNAV) systems. A
TAA provides minimum altitudes with standard
obstacle clearance when operating within the TAA
boundaries. TAAs are primarily used on RNAV
approaches but may be used on an ILS approach when
RNAV is the sole means for navigation to the IF;
however, they are not normally used in areas of heavy
concentration of air traffic.

2. The basic design of the RNAV procedure
underlying the TAA is normally the “T” design (also
called the “Basic T”). The “T” design incorporates
two IAFs plus a dual purpose IF/IAF that functions as
both an intermediate fix and an initial approach fix.

The T configuration continues from the IF/IAF to the
final approach fix (FAF) and then to the missed
approach point (MAP). The two base leg IAFs are
typically aligned in a straight-line perpendicular to
the intermediate course connecting at the IF/IAF. A
Hold-in-Lieu-of Procedure Turn (HILPT) is
anchored at the IF/IAF and depicted on U.S.
Government publications using the “hold−in−lieu
−of−PT” holding pattern symbol. When the HILPT is
necessary for course alignment and/or descent, the
dual purpose IF/IAF serves as an IAF during the entry
into the pattern. Following entry into the HILPT
pattern and when flying a route or sector labeled
“NoPT,” the dual-purpose fix serves as an IF, marking
the beginning of the Intermediate Segment. See
FIG 5−4−2 and FIG 5−4−3 for the Basic “T” TAA
configuration.
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3. The standard TAA based on the “T” design
consists of three areas defined by the Initial Approach
Fix (IAF) legs and the intermediate segment course
beginning at the IF/IAF. These areas are called the
straight−in, left−base, and right−base areas. (See
FIG 5−4−4). TAA area lateral boundaries are
identified by magnetic courses TO the IF/IAF. The
straight−in area can be further divided into

pie−shaped sectors with the boundaries identified by
magnetic courses TO the (IF/ IAF), and may contain
stepdown sections defined by arcs based on RNAV
distances from the IF/IAF. (See FIG 5−4−5). The
right/left−base areas can only be subdivided using
arcs based on RNAV distances from the IAFs for
those areas.

FIG 5−4−4

TAA Area

4. Entry from the terminal area onto the
procedure is normally accomplished via a no
procedure turn (NoPT) routing or via a course
reversal maneuver. The published procedure will be
annotated “NoPT” to indicate when the course
reversal is not authorized when flying within a
particular TAA sector. Otherwise, the pilot is
expected to execute the course reversal under the
provisions of 14 CFR Section 91.175. The pilot may
elect to use the course reversal pattern when it is not
required by the procedure, but must receive clearance
from air traffic control before beginning the
procedure.

(a) ATC should not  clear an aircraft to the left
base leg or right base leg IAF within a TAA at an
intercept angle exceeding 90 degrees. Pilots must not
execute the HILPT course reversal when the sector or
procedure segment is labeled “NoPT.”

(b) ATC may clear aircraft direct to the fix
labeled IF/IAF if the course to the IF/IAF is within the
straight-in sector labeled “NoPT” and the intercept
angle does not exceed 90 degrees. Pilots are expected
to proceed direct to the IF/IAF and accomplish a
straight-in approach. Do not execute HILPT course
reversal. Pilots are also expected to fly the straight−in
approach when ATC provides radar vectors and
monitoring to the IF/IAF and issues a “straight-in”
approach clearance; otherwise, the pilot is expected to
execute the HILPT course reversal.
REFERENCE−
AIM, Paragraph 5−4−6 , Approach Clearance

(c) On rare occasions, ATC may clear the
aircraft for an approach at the airport without
specifying the approach procedure by name or by a
specific approach (for example, “cleared RNAV
Runway 34 approach”) without specifying a
particular IAF. In either case, the pilot should proceed
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provided the location has a valid landing area
identifier and is serviced by the United States
NOTAM system. Pilots may access NOTAMs online
or through an FAA Flight Service Station (FSS). FSS
specialists will not automatically provide NOTAM
information to pilots for special IAPs during
telephone pre−flight briefings. Pilots who are
authorized by the FAA to use special IAPs must
specifically request FDC NOTAM information for
the particular special IAP they plan to use. 

5−4−9. Procedure Turn and Hold−in−lieu of
Procedure Turn

a. A procedure turn is the maneuver prescribed
when it is necessary to reverse direction to establish
the aircraft inbound on an intermediate or final
approach course. The procedure turn or hold−in−
lieu−of−PT is a required maneuver when it is depicted
on the approach chart, unless cleared by ATC for a
straight−in approach. Additionally, the procedure
turn or hold−in−lieu−of−PT is not permitted when the
symbol “No PT” is depicted on the initial segment
being used, when a RADAR VECTOR to the final
approach course is provided, or when conducting a
timed approach from a holding fix. The altitude
prescribed for the procedure turn is a minimum
altitude until the aircraft is established on the inbound
course. The maneuver must be completed within the
distance specified in the profile view. For a
hold−in−lieu−of−PT, the holding pattern direction
must be flown as depicted and the specified leg
length/timing must not be exceeded.

NOTE−
The pilot may elect to use the procedure turn or
hold−in−lieu−of−PT when it is not required by the
procedure, but must first receive an amended clearance
from ATC. If the pilot is uncertain whether the ATC
clearance intends for a procedure turn to be conducted or
to allow for a straight−in approach, the pilot must

immediately request clarification from ATC (14 CFR
Section 91.123).

1. On U.S. Government charts, a barbed arrow
indicates the maneuvering side of the outbound
course on which the procedure turn is made.
Headings are provided for course reversal using the
45 degree type procedure turn. However, the point at
which the turn may be commenced and the type and
rate of turn is left to the discretion of the pilot (limited
by the charted remain within xx NM distance). Some
of the options are the 45 degree procedure turn, the
racetrack pattern, the teardrop procedure turn, or the
80 degree � 260 degree course reversal. Racetrack
entries should be conducted on the maneuvering side
where the majority of protected airspace resides. If an
entry places the pilot on the non−maneuvering side of
the PT, correction to intercept the outbound course
ensures remaining within protected airspace. Some
procedure turns are specified by procedural track.
These turns must be flown exactly as depicted.

2. Descent to the procedure turn (PT) comple-
tion altitude from the PT fix altitude (when one has
been published or assigned by ATC) must not begin
until crossing over the PT fix or abeam and
proceeding outbound. Some procedures contain a
note in the chart profile view that says “Maintain
(altitude) or above until established outbound for
procedure turn” (See FIG 5−4−16). Newer proced-
ures will simply depict an “at or above” altitude at the
PT fix without a chart note (See FIG 5−4−17). Both
are there to ensure required obstacle clearance is
provided in the procedure turn entry zone (See
FIG 5−4−18). Absence of a chart note or specified
minimum altitude adjacent to the PT fix is an
indication that descent to the procedure turn altitude
can commence immediately upon crossing over the
PT fix, regardless of the direction of flight. This is
because the minimum altitudes in the PT entry zone
and the PT maneuvering zone are the same.

3/15/077110.65R CHG 2AIM 1/30/20
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3. The standard TAA based on the “T” design
consists of three areas defined by the Initial Approach
Fix (IAF) legs and the intermediate segment course
beginning at the IF/IAF. These areas are called the
straight−in, left−base, and right−base areas. (See
FIG 5−4−4). TAA area lateral boundaries are
identified by magnetic courses TO the IF/IAF. The
straight−in area can be further divided into

pie−shaped sectors with the boundaries identified by
magnetic courses TO the (IF/ IAF), and may contain
stepdown sections defined by arcs based on RNAV
distances from the IF/IAF. (See FIG 5−4−5). The
right/left−base areas can only be subdivided using
arcs based on RNAV distances from the IAFs for
those areas.

FIG 5−4−4

TAA Area

4. Entry from the terminal area onto the
procedure is normally accomplished via a no
procedure turn (NoPT) routing or via a course
reversal maneuver. The published procedure will be
annotated “NoPT” to indicate when the course
reversal is not authorized when flying within a
particular TAA sector. Otherwise, the pilot is
expected to execute the course reversal under the
provisions of 14 CFR Section 91.175. The pilot may
elect to use the course reversal pattern when it is not
required by the procedure, but must receive clearance
from air traffic control before beginning the
procedure.

(a) ATC should not  clear an aircraft to the left
base leg or right base leg IAF within a TAA at an
intercept angle exceeding 90 degrees. Pilots must not
execute the HILPT course reversal when the sector or
procedure segment is labeled “NoPT.”

(b) ATC may clear aircraft direct to the fix
labeled IF/IAF if the course to the IF/IAF is within the
straight-in sector labeled “NoPT” and the intercept
angle does not exceed 90 degrees. Pilots are expected
to proceed direct to the IF/IAF and accomplish a
straight-in approach. Do not execute HILPT course
reversal. Pilots are also expected to fly the straight−in
approach when ATC provides radar vectors and
monitoring to the IF/IAF and issues a “straight-in”
approach clearance; otherwise, the pilot is expected to
execute the HILPT course reversal.
REFERENCE−
AIM, Paragraph 5−4−6 , Approach Clearance

(c) On rare occasions, ATC may clear the
aircraft for an approach at the airport without
specifying the approach procedure by name or by a
specific approach (for example, “cleared RNAV
Runway 34 approach”) without specifying a
particular IAF. In either case, the pilot should proceed
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direct to the IAF or to the IF/IAF associated with the
sector that the aircraft will enter the TAA and join the
approach course from that point and if required by
that sector (i.e., sector is not labeled “NoPT),
complete the HILPT course reversal.

NOTE−
If approaching with a TO bearing that is on a sector
boundary, the pilot is expected to proceed in accordance
with a “NoPT” routing unless otherwise instructed by
ATC.

5. Altitudes published within the TAA  replace
the MSA altitude. However, unlike MSA altitudes the
TAA altitudes are operationally usable altitudes.
These altitudes provide at least 1,000 feet of obstacle
clearance, more in mountainous areas. It is important
that the pilot knows which area of the TAA the aircraft
will enter in order to comply with the minimum
altitude requirements. The pilot can determine which
area of the TAA the aircraft will enter by determining
the magnetic bearing of the aircraft TO the fix labeled
IF/IAF. The bearing should then be compared to the
published lateral boundary bearings that define the
TAA areas. Do not use magnetic bearing to the
right-base or left-base IAFs to determine position.

(a) An ATC clearance direct to an IAF or to
the IF/IAF without an approach clearance does not

authorize a pilot to descend to a lower TAA altitude.
If a pilot desires a lower altitude without an approach
clearance, request the lower TAA altitude from ATC.
Pilots not sure of the clearance should confirm their
clearance with ATC or request a specific clearance.
Pilots entering the TAA with two−way radio
communications failure (14 CFR Section 91.185,
IFR Operations: Two−way Radio Communications
Failure), must maintain the highest altitude pre-
scribed by Section 91.185(c)(2) until arriving at the
appropriate IAF.

(b) Once cleared for the approach, pilots may
descend in the TAA sector to the minimum altitude
depicted within the defined area/subdivision, unless
instructed otherwise by air traffic control. Pilots
should plan their descent within the TAA to permit a
normal descent from the IF/IAF to the FAF. In
FIG 5−4−5, pilots within the left or right−base areas
are expected to maintain a minimum altitude of 6,000
feet until within 17 NM of the associated IAF. After
crossing the 17 NM arc, descent is authorized to the
lower charted altitudes. Pilots approaching from the
northwest are expected to maintain a minimum
altitude of 6,000 feet, and when within 22 NM of the
IF/IAF, descend to a minimum altitude of 2,000 feet
MSL until crossing the IF/IAF.

FIG 5−4−5

Sectored TAA Areas
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direct to the IAF or to the IF/IAF associated with the
sector that the aircraft will enter the TAA and join the
approach course from that point and if required by
that sector (i.e., sector is not labeled “NoPT),
complete the HILPT course reversal.

NOTE−
If approaching with a TO bearing that is on a sector
boundary, the pilot is expected to proceed in accordance
with a “NoPT” routing unless otherwise instructed by
ATC.

5. Altitudes published within the TAA  replace
the MSA altitude. However, unlike MSA altitudes the
TAA altitudes are operationally usable altitudes.
These altitudes provide at least 1,000 feet of obstacle
clearance, more in mountainous areas. It is important
that the pilot knows which area of the TAA the aircraft
will enter in order to comply with the minimum
altitude requirements. The pilot can determine which
area of the TAA the aircraft will enter by determining
the magnetic bearing of the aircraft TO the fix labeled
IF/IAF. The bearing should then be compared to the
published lateral boundary bearings that define the
TAA areas. Do not use magnetic bearing to the
right-base or left-base IAFs to determine position.

(a) An ATC clearance direct to an IAF or to
the IF/IAF without an approach clearance does not

authorize a pilot to descend to a lower TAA altitude.
If a pilot desires a lower altitude without an approach
clearance, request the lower TAA altitude from ATC.
Pilots not sure of the clearance should confirm their
clearance with ATC or request a specific clearance.
Pilots entering the TAA with two−way radio
communications failure (14 CFR Section 91.185,
IFR Operations: Two−way Radio Communications
Failure), must maintain the highest altitude pre-
scribed by Section 91.185(c)(2) until arriving at the
appropriate IAF.

(b) Once cleared for the approach, pilots may
descend in the TAA sector to the minimum altitude
depicted within the defined area/subdivision, unless
instructed otherwise by air traffic control. Pilots
should plan their descent within the TAA to permit a
normal descent from the IF/IAF to the FAF. In
FIG 5−4−5, pilots within the left or right−base areas
are expected to maintain a minimum altitude of 6,000
feet until within 17 NM of the associated IAF. After
crossing the 17 NM arc, descent is authorized to the
lower charted altitudes. Pilots approaching from the
northwest are expected to maintain a minimum
altitude of 6,000 feet, and when within 22 NM of the
IF/IAF, descend to a minimum altitude of 2,000 feet
MSL until crossing the IF/IAF.

FIG 5−4−5
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direct to the IAF or to the IF/IAF associated with the
sector that the aircraft will enter the TAA and join the
approach course from that point and if required by
that sector (i.e., sector is not labeled “NoPT),
complete the HILPT course reversal.

NOTE−
If approaching with a TO bearing that is on a sector
boundary, the pilot is expected to proceed in accordance
with a “NoPT” routing unless otherwise instructed by
ATC.

5. Altitudes published within the TAA  replace
the MSA altitude. However, unlike MSA altitudes the
TAA altitudes are operationally usable altitudes.
These altitudes provide at least 1,000 feet of obstacle
clearance, more in mountainous areas. It is important
that the pilot knows which area of the TAA the aircraft
will enter in order to comply with the minimum
altitude requirements. The pilot can determine which
area of the TAA the aircraft will enter by determining
the magnetic bearing of the aircraft TO the fix labeled
IF/IAF. The bearing should then be compared to the
published lateral boundary bearings that define the
TAA areas. Do not use magnetic bearing to the
right-base or left-base IAFs to determine position.

(a) An ATC clearance direct to an IAF or to
the IF/IAF without an approach clearance does not

authorize a pilot to descend to a lower TAA altitude.
If a pilot desires a lower altitude without an approach
clearance, request the lower TAA altitude from ATC.
Pilots not sure of the clearance should confirm their
clearance with ATC or request a specific clearance.
Pilots entering the TAA with two−way radio
communications failure (14 CFR Section 91.185,
IFR Operations: Two−way Radio Communications
Failure), must maintain the highest altitude pre-
scribed by Section 91.185(c)(2) until arriving at the
appropriate IAF.

(b) Once cleared for the approach, pilots may
descend in the TAA sector to the minimum altitude
depicted within the defined area/subdivision, unless
instructed otherwise by air traffic control. Pilots
should plan their descent within the TAA to permit a
normal descent from the IF/IAF to the FAF. In
FIG 5−4−5, pilots within the left or right−base areas
are expected to maintain a minimum altitude of 6,000
feet until within 17 NM of the associated IAF. After
crossing the 17 NM arc, descent is authorized to the
lower charted altitudes. Pilots approaching from the
northwest are expected to maintain a minimum
altitude of 6,000 feet, and when within 22 NM of the
IF/IAF, descend to a minimum altitude of 2,000 feet
MSL until crossing the IF/IAF.

FIG 5−4−5
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direct to the IAF or to the IF/IAF associated with the
sector that the aircraft will enter the TAA and join the
approach course from that point and if required by
that sector (i.e., sector is not labeled “NoPT),
complete the HILPT course reversal.

NOTE−
If approaching with a TO bearing that is on a sector
boundary, the pilot is expected to proceed in accordance
with a “NoPT” routing unless otherwise instructed by
ATC.

5. Altitudes published within the TAA  replace
the MSA altitude. However, unlike MSA altitudes the
TAA altitudes are operationally usable altitudes.
These altitudes provide at least 1,000 feet of obstacle
clearance, more in mountainous areas. It is important
that the pilot knows which area of the TAA the aircraft
will enter in order to comply with the minimum
altitude requirements. The pilot can determine which
area of the TAA the aircraft will enter by determining
the magnetic bearing of the aircraft TO the fix labeled
IF/IAF. The bearing should then be compared to the
published lateral boundary bearings that define the
TAA areas. Do not use magnetic bearing to the
right-base or left-base IAFs to determine position.

(a) An ATC clearance direct to an IAF or to
the IF/IAF without an approach clearance does not

authorize a pilot to descend to a lower TAA altitude.
If a pilot desires a lower altitude without an approach
clearance, request the lower TAA altitude from ATC.
Pilots not sure of the clearance should confirm their
clearance with ATC or request a specific clearance.
Pilots entering the TAA with two−way radio
communications failure (14 CFR Section 91.185,
IFR Operations: Two−way Radio Communications
Failure), must maintain the highest altitude pre-
scribed by Section 91.185(c)(2) until arriving at the
appropriate IAF.

(b) Once cleared for the approach, pilots may
descend in the TAA sector to the minimum altitude
depicted within the defined area/subdivision, unless
instructed otherwise by air traffic control. Pilots
should plan their descent within the TAA to permit a
normal descent from the IF/IAF to the FAF. In
FIG 5−4−5, pilots within the left or right−base areas
are expected to maintain a minimum altitude of 6,000
feet until within 17 NM of the associated IAF. After
crossing the 17 NM arc, descent is authorized to the
lower charted altitudes. Pilots approaching from the
northwest are expected to maintain a minimum
altitude of 6,000 feet, and when within 22 NM of the
IF/IAF, descend to a minimum altitude of 2,000 feet
MSL until crossing the IF/IAF.
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displayed level of service to fly the approach. GPS
operation may be NOTAMed UNRELIABLE or
MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE due to testing or
anomalies. (Pilots are encouraged to report GPS
anomalies, including degraded operation and/or loss
of service, as soon as possible, reference paragraph
1−1−13.) When GPS testing NOTAMS are published
and testing is actually occurring, Air Traffic Control
will advise pilots requesting or cleared for a GPS or
RNAV (GPS) approach that GPS may not be
available and request intentions. If pilots have
reported GPS anomalies, Air Traffic Control will
request the pilot’s intentions and/or clear the pilot for
an alternate approach, if available and operational.

EXAMPLE−
The following is an example of a GPS testing NOTAM: 
!GPS 06/001 ZAB NAV GPS (INCLUDING WAAS, GBAS,
AND ADS-B) MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE WITHIN A
468NM RADIUS CENTERED AT 330702N1062540W
(TCS 093044) FL400-UNL DECREASING IN AREA
WITH A DECREASE IN ALTITUDE DEFINED AS:
425NM RADIUS AT FL250, 360NM RADIUS AT
10000FT, 354NM RADIUS AT 4000FT AGL, 327NM
RADIUS AT 50FT AGL.  1406070300-1406071200.

(3) Civilian pilots may obtain GPS RAIM
availability information for non−precision approach
procedures by using a manufacturer-supplied RAIM
prediction tool, or using the Service Availability
Prediction Tool (SAPT) on the FAA en route and
terminal RAIM prediction website. Pilots can also
request GPS RAIM aeronautical information from a
flight service station during preflight briefings. GPS
RAIM aeronautical information can be obtained for
a period of 3 hours (for example, if you are scheduled
to arrive at 1215 hours, then the GPS RAIM
information is available from 1100 to 1400 hours) or
a 24−hour timeframe at a particular airport. FAA
briefers will provide RAIM information for a period
of 1 hour before to 1 hour after the ETA hour, unless
a specific timeframe is requested by the pilot. If flying
a published GPS departure, a RAIM prediction
should also be requested for the departure airport.

(4) The military provides airfield specific
GPS RAIM NOTAMs for non−precision approach
procedures at military airfields. The RAIM outages
are issued as M−series NOTAMs and may be obtained
for up to 24 hours from the time of request.

(5) Receiver manufacturers and/or data-
base suppliers may supply “NOTAM” type
information concerning database errors. Pilots

should check these sources, when available, to ensure
that they have the most current information
concerning their electronic database.

(h) Receiver Autonomous Integrity Moni-
toring (RAIM)

(1) RAIM outages may occur due to an
insufficient number of satellites or due to unsuitable
satellite geometry which causes the error in the
position solution to become too large. Loss of satellite
reception and RAIM warnings may occur due to
aircraft dynamics (changes in pitch or bank angle).
Antenna location on the aircraft, satellite position
relative to the horizon, and aircraft attitude may affect
reception of one or more satellites. Since the relative
positions of the satellites are constantly changing,
prior experience with the airport does not guarantee
reception at all times, and RAIM availability should
always be checked.

(2) If RAIM is not available, use another
type of navigation and approach system, select
another route or destination, or delay the trip until
RAIM is predicted to be available on arrival. On
longer flights, pilots should consider rechecking the
RAIM prediction for the destination during the flight.
This  may provide an early indication that an
unscheduled satellite outage has occurred since
takeoff.

(3) If a RAIM failure/status annunciation
occurs pr ior to the f inal approach waypoint
(FAWP), the approach should not be completed since
GPS no longer provides the required integrity. The
receiver performs a RAIM prediction by 2 NM prior
to the FAWP to ensure that RAIM is available as a
condition for entering the approach mode. The pilot
should ensure the receiver has sequenced from
“Armed” to “Approach” prior to the FAWP (normally
occurs 2 NM prior). Failure to sequence may be an
indication of the detection of a satellite anomaly,
failure to arm the receiver (if required), or other
problems which preclude flying the approach.

(4) If the receiver does not sequence into
the approach mode or a RAIM failure/status
annunciation occurs prior to the FAWP, the pilot must
not initiate the approach or descend, but instead
proceed to the missed approach waypoint ( MAWP)
via the FAWP, perform a missed approach, and
contact ATC as soon as practical. The GPS receiver
may continue to operate after a RAIM flag/status
annunciation appears, but the navigation information
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should be considered advisory only. Refer to the
receiver operating manual for specific indications
and instructions associated with loss of RAIM prior
to the FAF.

(5) If the RAIM flag/status annunciation
appears after the FAWP, the pilot should initiate a
climb and execute the missed approach. The GPS
receiver may continue to operate after a RAIM
flag/status annunciation appears, but the navigation
information should be considered advisory only.
Refer to the receiver operating manual for operating
mode information during a RAIM annunciation.

(i) Waypoints

(1) GPS receivers navigate from one
defined point to another retrieved from the aircraft’s
onboard navigational database. These points are
waypoints (5-letter pronounceable name), existing
VHF intersections, DME fixes with 5−letter
pronounceable names and 3-letter NAVAID IDs.
Each waypoint is a geographical location defined by
a latitude/longitude geographic coordinate. These
5−letter waypoints, VHF intersections, 5−letter
pronounceable DME fixes and 3−letter NAVAID IDs
are published on various FAA aeronautical naviga-
tion products (IFR Enroute Charts, VFR Charts,
Terminal Procedures Publications, etc.).

(2) A Computer Navigation Fix (CNF) is
also a point defined by a latitude/longitude coordinate
and is required to support Performance−Based
Navigation (PBN) operations. The GPS receiver uses
CNFs in conjunction with waypoints to navigate from
point to point. However, CNFs are not recognized by
ATC. ATC does not maintain CNFs in their database
and they do not use CNFs for any air traffic control
purpose. CNFs may or may not be charted on FAA
aeronautical navigation products, are listed in the
chart legends, and are for advisory purposes only.
Pilots are not to use CNFs for point to point
navigation (proceed direct), filing a flight plan, or in
aircraft/ATC communications. CNFs that do appear
on aeronautical charts allow pilots increased
situational awareness by identifying points in the

aircraft database route of flight with points on the
aeronautical chart. CNFs are random five-letter
identifiers, not pronounceable like waypoints and
placed in parenthesis. Eventually, all CNFs will begin
with the letters “CF” followed by three consonants
(for example, CFWBG). This five-letter identifier
will be found next to an “x” on enroute charts and
possibly on an approach chart. On instrument
approach procedures (charts) in the terminal
procedures publication, CNFs may represent un-
named DME fixes, beginning and ending points of
DME arcs, and sensor (ground-based signal i.e.,
VOR, NDB, ILS) final approach fixes on GPS
overlay approaches. These CNFs provide the GPS
with points on the procedure that allow the overlay
approach to mirror the ground-based sensor
approach. These points should only be used by the
GPS system for navigation and should not be used by
pilots for any other purpose on the approach. The
CNF concept has not been adopted or recognized by
the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO).

(3) GPS approaches use fly−over and
fly−by waypoints to join route segments on an
approach. Fly−by waypoints connect the two
segments by allowing the aircraft to turn prior to the
current waypoint in order to roll out on course to the
next waypoint. This is known as turn anticipation and
is compensated for in the airspace and terrain
clearances. The MAWP and the missed approach
holding waypoint (MAHWP) are normally the only
two waypoints on the approach that are not fly−by
waypoints. Fly−over waypoints are used when the
aircraft must overfly the waypoint prior to starting a
turn to the new course. The symbol for a fly-over
waypoint is a circled waypoint. Some waypoints may
have dual use; for example, as a fly−by waypoint
when used as an IF for a NoPT route and as a fly-over
waypoint when the same waypoint is also used as an
IAF/IF hold-in-lieu of PT. When this occurs, the less
restrictive (fly-by) symbology will be charted.
Overlay approach charts and some early stand−alone
GPS approach charts may not reflect this convention.
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should be considered advisory only. Refer to the
receiver operating manual for specific indications
and instructions associated with loss of RAIM prior
to the FAF.

(5) If the RAIM flag/status annunciation
appears after the FAWP, the pilot should initiate a
climb and execute the missed approach. The GPS
receiver may continue to operate after a RAIM
flag/status annunciation appears, but the navigation
information should be considered advisory only.
Refer to the receiver operating manual for operating
mode information during a RAIM annunciation.

(i) Waypoints

(1) GPS receivers navigate from one
defined point to another retrieved from the aircraft’s
onboard navigational database. These points are
waypoints (5-letter pronounceable name), existing
VHF intersections, DME fixes with 5−letter
pronounceable names and 3-letter NAVAID IDs.
Each waypoint is a geographical location defined by
a latitude/longitude geographic coordinate. These
5−letter waypoints, VHF intersections, 5−letter
pronounceable DME fixes and 3−letter NAVAID IDs
are published on various FAA aeronautical naviga-
tion products (IFR Enroute Charts, VFR Charts,
Terminal Procedures Publications, etc.).

(2) A Computer Navigation Fix (CNF) is
also a point defined by a latitude/longitude coordinate
and is required to support Performance−Based
Navigation (PBN) operations. The GPS receiver uses
CNFs in conjunction with waypoints to navigate from
point to point. However, CNFs are not recognized by
ATC. ATC does not maintain CNFs in their database
and they do not use CNFs for any air traffic control
purpose. CNFs may or may not be charted on FAA
aeronautical navigation products, are listed in the
chart legends, and are for advisory purposes only.
Pilots are not to use CNFs for point to point
navigation (proceed direct), filing a flight plan, or in
aircraft/ATC communications. CNFs that do appear
on aeronautical charts allow pilots increased
situational awareness by identifying points in the

aircraft database route of flight with points on the
aeronautical chart. CNFs are random five-letter
identifiers, not pronounceable like waypoints and
placed in parenthesis. Eventually, all CNFs will begin
with the letters “CF” followed by three consonants
(for example, CFWBG). This five-letter identifier
will be found next to an “x” on enroute charts and
possibly on an approach chart. On instrument
approach procedures (charts) in the terminal
procedures publication, CNFs may represent un-
named DME fixes, beginning and ending points of
DME arcs, and sensor (ground-based signal i.e.,
VOR, NDB, ILS) final approach fixes on GPS
overlay approaches. These CNFs provide the GPS
with points on the procedure that allow the overlay
approach to mirror the ground-based sensor
approach. These points should only be used by the
GPS system for navigation and should not be used by
pilots for any other purpose on the approach. The
CNF concept has not been adopted or recognized by
the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO).

(3) GPS approaches use fly−over and
fly−by waypoints to join route segments on an
approach. Fly−by waypoints connect the two
segments by allowing the aircraft to turn prior to the
current waypoint in order to roll out on course to the
next waypoint. This is known as turn anticipation and
is compensated for in the airspace and terrain
clearances. The MAWP and the missed approach
holding waypoint (MAHWP) are normally the only
two waypoints on the approach that are not fly−by
waypoints. Fly−over waypoints are used when the
aircraft must overfly the waypoint prior to starting a
turn to the new course. The symbol for a fly-over
waypoint is a circled waypoint. Some waypoints may
have dual use; for example, as a fly−by waypoint
when used as an IF for a NoPT route and as a fly-over
waypoint when the same waypoint is also used as an
IAF/IF hold-in-lieu of PT. When this occurs, the less
restrictive (fly-by) symbology will be charted.
Overlay approach charts and some early stand−alone
GPS approach charts may not reflect this convention.
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sensitivity  will not automatically change to ±0.3
NM.  Manually setting CDI sensitivity does not
automatically change the RAIM sensitivity on some
receivers. Some existing non−precision approach
procedures cannot be coded for use with GPS and will
not be available as overlays.

(9) Pilots should pay particular attention
to the exact operation of their GPS receivers for
performing holding patterns and in the case of
overlay approaches, operations such as procedure
turns. These procedures may require manual
intervention by the pilot to stop the sequencing of
waypoints by the receiver and to resume automatic
GPS navigation sequencing once the maneuver is
complete. The same waypoint may appear in the route
of flight more than once consecutively (for example,
IAWP, FAWP, MAHWP on a procedure turn). Care
must be exercised to ensure that the receiver is
sequenced to the appropriate waypoint for the
segment of the procedure being flown, especially if
one or more fly−overs are skipped (for example,
FAWP rather than IAWP if the procedure turn is not
flown). The pilot may have to sequence past one or
more fly−overs of the same waypoint in order to start
GPS automatic sequencing at the proper place in the
sequence of waypoints.

(10) Incorrect inputs into the GPS receiver
are especially critical during approaches. In some
cases, an incorrect entry can cause the receiver to
leave the approach mode.

(11) A fix on an overlay approach identi-
fied by a DME fix will not be in the waypoint
sequence on the GPS receiver unless there is a
published name assigned to it. When a name is
assigned, the along track distance (ATD) to the
waypoint may be zero rather than the DME stated on
the approach chart. The pilot should be alert for this
on any overlay procedure where the original
approach used DME.

(12) If a visual descent point (VDP) is
published, it will not be included in the sequence of
waypoints. Pilots are expected to use normal piloting
techniques for beginning the visual descent, such as
ATD.

(13) Unnamed stepdown fixes in the final
approach segment may or may not be coded in the
waypoint sequence of the aircraft’s navigation
database and must be identified using ATD.

Stepdown fixes in the final approach segment of
RNAV (GPS) approaches are being named, in
addition to being identified by ATD. However, GPS
avionics may or may not accommodate waypoints
between the FAF and MAP. Pilots must know the
capabilities of their GPS equipment and continue to
identify stepdown fixes using ATD when necessary.

(f) Missed Approach

(1) A GPS missed approach requires pilot
action to sequence the receiver past the MAWP to the
missed approach portion of the procedure. The pilot
must be thoroughly familiar with the activation
procedure for the particular GPS receiver installed in
the aircraft and must initiate appropriate action after
the MAWP. Activating the missed approach prior to
the MAWP will cause CDI sensitivity to immediately
change to terminal (±1NM) sensitivity and the
receiver will continue to navigate to the MAWP. The
receiver will not sequence past the MAWP. Turns
should not begin prior to the MAWP. If the missed
approach is not activated, the GPS receiver will
display an extension of the inbound final approach
course and the ATD will increase from the MAWP
until it is manually sequenced after crossing the
MAWP.

(2) Missed approach routings in which the
first track is via a course rather than direct to the next
waypoint require additional action by the pilot to set
the course. Being familiar with all of the inputs
required is especially critical during this phase of
flight.

(g) GPS NOTAMs/Aeronautical Informa-
tion

(1) GPS satellite outages are issued as
GPS NOTAMs both domestically and internation-
ally. However, the effect of an outage on the intended
operation cannot be determined unless the pilot has a
RAIM availability prediction program which allows
excluding a satellite which is predicted to be out of
service based on the NOTAM information.

(2) The terms UNRELIABLE and MAY
NOT BE AVAILABLE are used in conjunction with
GPS NOTAMs. Both UNRELIABLE and MAY NOT
BE AVAILABLE are advisories to pilots indicating
the expected level of service may not be available.
UNRELIABLE does not mean there is a problem
with GPS signal integrity. If GPS service is available,
pilots may continue operations. If the LNAV or
LNAV/VNAV service is available, pilots may use the
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NOTENOTE
With canopy defog ON, expect an increase in
ITT of up to 40 °C for a given PCL setting.
Cockpit noise will also increase. Perfor-
mance will decrease with defog on. A DUCT
TEMP indication is likely at climb or cruise
power with canopy defog ON and cockpit
temperature controller set to AUTO or MAN-
UAL HOT. Refer to Environmental Systems
Duct Overtemp procedure in Section III.

3. Vent control lever - As required
4. Pressurization system - Check 

NOTE
If readings other than 3.6±0.2 psi are encoun-
tered at or above 18,069 feet PA, notify main-
tenance.

OPERATIONS CHECK
At initial level-off and periodically during the flight, perform
the following checks:

1. Hydraulic pressure - Check
2. Electrical systems - Check
3. Fuel quantity/balance - Check
4. OBOGS  - Check (BOTH)

(Check flow indicator for normal operation) 
5. Engine instruments - Check
6. Pressurization - Check

PRE-STALLING, SPINNING, AND 
AEROBATIC CHECKS

1. Loose items -  Stowed (BOTH)
2. Engine instruments - Check

(Verify caution and warning messages are extin-
guished.)

3. Fuel balance - Check less than 50 pounds

DESCENT
The descent checklist is intended to be executed prior to
entering the terminal environment after aerobatics have been
performed or after transiting greater than 100nm. The rec-
ommended enroute descent procedure is power and configu-
ration as required (200-250 KIAS) and descent rate of 4000
fpm. Descent rates will increase significantly (8000-11,000
fpm) with idle power and speed brake extended. For maxi-
mum range descent profiles, refer to Appendix A.

1. PFD - Check (BOTH)
2. Altimeters - Set (BOTH)
3. MASTER ARM switch - As required 
4. DEFOG switch - As required
5. Vent control lever - As required

HOLDING
The recommended holding speed is 125-150 KIAS in clean
configuration but no slower than maximum endurance speed
of 125 KIAS. When fuel endurance is a factor, refer to the
Maximum Endurance data in Appendix A.

INSTRUMENT APPROACHES
Refer to Figure 2-6 for a typical instrument approach. The
aircraft is considered Category “B” for determination of
instrument approach minimums.

PENETRATION DESCENT

For a penetration descent, retard the PCL as required to meet
a target descent rate (2000-4000 fpm). Attain 200-250 KIAS
and use speed brake as required.

LOW ALTITUDE APPROACH

Normally fly instrument approaches at 120-150 KIAS. Prior
to the final approach fix, ensure the landing gear is down and
flaps are set to TO, and slow to a minimum of 110 KIAS.
With the field in sight and departing the MDA, DA, or DH,
slow to 105 KIAS minimum, or the pilot may select landing
flaps and slow to 100 KIAS minimum.

Fly GPS approaches using the above airspeeds and configu-
rations.

The GPS always displays distance to the
active waypoint. During GPS approaches,
this distance may not be the same as the pub-
lished DME distance on the instrument
approach procedure.

RADAR APPROACH

Figure 2-7 shows a typical radar approach. Maintain 150-
200 KIAS in clean configuration on radar downwind. Slow
to 120-150 KIAS on base leg. Prior to glideslope intercept,
ensure that landing gear are down and set flaps as required.
Fly final approach at 100-120 KIAS. 
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8. Verify the course, distance, speed/altitude advisory (if
displayed), and procedural leg type information of
each approach leg in turn, including the missed
approach procedure, pressing NEXT as required to
display all legs

9. Make the selected approach and approach transition
active by pressing the EXEC key on the UFCP

ENTERING THE TERMINAL AREA

On entering the terminal area, the FMS transitions to the ter-
minal phase of flight.

When the radial distance from the destination airport
becomes less than 30 nm and the aircraft descends below

15,000 feet above airport elevation, the following indica-
tions occur: 

• The required navigation performance value changes
from 2 nm to 1 nm.

• The FMS course deviation indicator scale changes to 1
nm.

• The magenta ENR is replaced by a magenta TERM. It
will flash for 15 seconds.

GPS INSTRUMENT APPROACH SELECTION 

When a valid GPS approach has been selected and loaded
into the active flight plan from the navigation database, the

Figure 1-86. Approach Process
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AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
NAVY NAVAIR A1-T6BAA-NFM-100
approach phase of flight is activated automatically 2 nm
prior to the final approach fix (FAF), as described below:

1. <5>At 3 nm inbound to the FAF, the advisory message
HSI SCALE TO CHANGE is displayed on the NAV
page

2. At 2 nm inbound to the FAF, with GPS approach
integrity (RAIM) predicted to exist at the FAF, the
missed approach point (MAP), and the current aircraft
position, the FMS transitions automatically to the
approach mode, with the following indications:
a. Non-precision approach (NPA) advisory illumi-

nates at top of PFD.
b. HSI lateral deviation sensitivity changes from ter-

minal to approach phase of flight (1 nm to 0.3 nm)
full scale.

NOTE
<6>If HSI Lateral Deviation Scale has
already been set to 0.3 nm by the RNP value
extracted from the NAV Database, no HSI
Lateral Deviation Scale change will occur at
2 nm inbound to the FAF.

c. MISS APR prompt is displayed at the bottom right
LSK on the NAV page.

d. APR replaces TERM adjacent to the HSI and
flashes for 15 seconds.

e. On the PROGRESS 1 page the required navigation
performance (RNP) value changes from 1 nm to 0.3
nm.

NOTE
The 3 nm and 2 nm inbound distances to the
FAF are measured along the FMS-predicted
path. These distances may not necessarily
coincide with the distance-to-go (DTG) to the
FAF displayed on the NAV screen. DTG is a
direct distance to the waypoint.

3. At the missed approach point, if the missed approach
procedure has not been initiated, the following indica-
tions occur:
a. On the PFD and NAV MFD pages, a bearing

pointer slaved to the FMS source rotates 180° to
indicate waypoint passage.

b. Distance-to-go to the MAP starts to increase.
c. Navigation and guidance continue along the exten-

sion of the final approach course.

The missed approach point (MAP) is not
sequenced unless the pilot manually initiates
the missed approach by selecting MISS APR
prompt on the NAV or LEGS page.

VECTORING TO FINAL APPROACH FIX (FAF)

Air traffic control (ATC) clearance to the FAF can be han-
dled by converting the loaded approach into a straight-in
approach. This is accomplished by direct-to navigation to
intercept the inbound course to the FAF.

With the ACT or MOD RTE LEGS 1 page displayed: 
1. Copy the FAF identifier to the scratchpad and move it

to the TO WPT by pressing L1. The RTE MOD page
will appear

2. Enter the desired inbound course to the FAF by enter-
ing the course into the FMS scratchpad and move it to
intercept course (INTC CRS) by pressing R6

NOTE
The intercept course changes to large font
and is copied to the TO WPT course.

3. Verify the course and distance of the leg to the TO
WPT, and make the direct-to intercept active by press-
ing the EXEC key on the UFCP, followed by W1 on
the scratchpad keys

A straight-in approach can also be created in advance by
inserting a temporary waypoint into the route as an initial
approach Fix (IAF) created as a place/bearing/distance way-
point based on, the FAF. On receipt of the ATC clearance,
direct-to navigation to this temporary IAF, or to intercept the
new leg inbound to the FAF, can then be performed.

MISSED APPROACH

When in the approach phase of flight, the missed approach
can be initiated at any time by:

1. Selecting MISS APR (Lower Right LSK) on the NAV
page or initiating direct-to navigation to any way-
point

When a missed approach is initiated: 

• The FMS reverts to the terminal phase-of-flight

• NPA annunciator extinguishes when configured

• MISS APR prompt (R6) disappears from the NAV
page

• NO APPR INTEGRITY alert message disappears (if
displayed)
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• On the NAV STATUS page, RNP value changes from
0.3 nm to 1.0 nm

• On overflying the MAP, navigation and guidance
sequences to the first waypoint of the missed approach
procedure

NOTE
Although all missed approach legs are avail-
able for review on the FMS LEGS page, they
will not be displayed on the NAV MAP until
the missed approach is initiated.

Navigation and guidance for the missed approach procedure
is provided in the normal fashion, including the holding pat-
tern at the missed approach holding fix (if coded in the nav-
igation database), except that manual leg sequencing may be
required for legs with altitude terminations. 

NEW APPROACH AFTER A MISSED APPROACH

With the ARRIVALS page 1 displayed:
1. Delete the ACT approach by pressing R1. All

approaches and runways are displayed
2. Select the desired approach (and transition) by press-

ing the appropriate right hand LSK(s)

NOTE
If the same approach is to be flown a second
time, delete and reselect the existing
approach, or approach transition, by pressing
R1 or R2 on the FMS DEP/ARR page and
then press the appropriate right hand LSK(s).

3. Display the MOD RTE x LEGS 1 page by pressing
LEGS on the MFD menu page

NOTE
The waypoints of the new approach proce-
dure are separated from the TO WPT by a
route discontinuity.

4. Initiate navigation to the first waypoint of the new
approach procedure by direct-to navigation, with or
without an intercept, as required by the clearance

5. Verify the course and distance of the new approach
procedure legs, pressing PREV or NEXT as required

6. Make the new approach procedure active by pressing
the EXEC key on the UFCP

NOTE
Execution of the new approach procedure
causes all remaining waypoints of the current
missed approach procedure to be deleted,
except the active waypoint. If automatic leg
sequencing from the active waypoint to the
first waypoint of the new approach procedure
is desired, simply close up the route disconti-
nuity by copying the first waypoint of the
new approach procedure to the scratchpad
and pressing L2. Make the new route active
by pressing the EXEC key on the UFCP.

HANDS ON THROTTLE AND STICK CONTROLS 
(HOTAS)

The HOTAS system (Figure 1-13 and Figure 1-87) consists
of switches located on the power control lever and control
stick grip. The speed brake switch, COM1/COM2 switch,
rudder trim, interphone key/mute, range, cage/uncage,
weapon sub-mode, wingspan/man depression, and target
designate switches are located on the power control lever.
The elevator/aileron trim switch, the trim interrupt switch,
nose wheel steering switch, master mode, weapon release,
and detent switches are located on the stick. Front- and rear-
cockpit HOTAS switches and controls work identically,
unless otherwise specified. Figure 1-87 identifies the func-
tions that are available with the HOTAS. Figure 1-13 and
Figure 1-26 provides an illustration showing the location of
each switch.
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Building an active 
flight plan in RTE-1 

 
•There are three transitions 
for this approach.  If the 
approach is loaded with no 
transition, the system will 
not load any associated IAF 
(Initial Approach Fix) HILO 
(Holding in Lieu of) or PT 
(Procedure Turns) patterns. 
• It is recommended to load 
a transition as it is easier to 
delete any waypoints that 
are not needed upon arrival, 
than to reload the approach 
with a transition. 
•For our example we elect 
the DIYET transition.  Select 
this using LSK R3 
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14.13 GCA PATTERN 
 
     a.  For IUT events and IP Proficiency sorties, T-6B aircrew shall observe the following 
procedures in the radar pattern at Sherman Field unless cleared otherwise: 
 
           (1) GCA Radar Pattern 
                 (a) Downwind- 200 KIAS 
                 (b) Base Leg- 180 KIAS 
                 (c) Final- 150 KIAS until 8 DME 
 

NAS PENSACOLA ARRIVAL COURSE RULES 
Figure 14-2 
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           (2) Straight-in GCA 
                 (a) 200 KIAS until 15 DME 
                 (b) 180 KIAS until 8 DME 
 
     b.  These procedures are intended to help maintain separation and reduce extraneous 
communications from TRACON.  If required by fuel state, system malfunction, or specific 
training requirement, deviate from these procedures as appropriate.  Otherwise, aircrews not 
conducting student syllabus sorties shall use these procedures.  All aircrews shall continue to 
comply with speed instructions issued by ATC.  
 
14.14  MISCELLANEOUS 
 
     a.  Aircraft shall not operate within the AOR except for landing or taking off from an airport 
within that area, unless otherwise authorized by the tower. 
 
     b.  Aircraft operating within the AOR, including aircraft on the airport, shall maintain radio 
communications with the tower. 
 
     c.  Pilots shall not perform, and ATC shall not approve requests to perform unusual 
maneuvers within a AOR if such maneuvers are not essential to the performance of the flight. 
 
     d.  Per TRAWING SIX request to maximize utilization of the airfield, RWY 7L/R will be the 
preferred runway.  A runway use program is in effect, prescribing use of the parallel RWYs 7L/R 
and 25L/R, with crosswinds up to 10 knots (no tailwind). 
 
     e.  TRAWING SIX may preclude VFR touch-and-go approaches.  Request to conduct touch-
and-go operations from the tower, traffic permitting.  Departing traffic has priority over VFR 
touch-and-go landings. 
 
     f.  The controller or pilot may request intersection takeoffs on any runway.  The tower shall 
issue the runway available distance with the clearance to all transient aircraft.  Runway available 
distance will be issued to TRAWING SIX aircraft only upon pilot request. 
 
NOTE:  The procedures herein have been extracted from NASPCLAINST 3722.1 (Series), Air 
Operations Manual (AOM), Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Florida.  They have been included in 
this manual for TRAWING FIVE/TRAWING SIX compatibility and safety awareness.  Refer to 
the AOM for a more detailed description of Sherman Field Operations. 
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